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Tainted water bound for GSL

Environment • Jordan Valley treatment project ﬁxes groundwater mess, but at what cost to Great Salt Lake?
By BRIAN MAFFLY

The Salt Lake Tribune

For decades, Great Salt Lake
shorebirds have been harbingers of the chemicals contaminating Utah’s inland sea.
And soon, mallards — and
more specifically their eggs
— may be the gatekeepers of
a $74 million water-reclamation project.
Private scientists will monitor the ducks’ nests every year
to determine the impact of a
pipeline dumping 1.5 million

An IS leader
is killed in U.S.
raid in Syria

underground aquifers fouled
over decades of mining and
dumps them in the briny lake
at a time when chronic low wareverse-osmosisplantsstraight ter levels undermine its capacinto the lake.
ity to absorb pollution. At risk
The concentrations of trace are the lake’s flocks of migraminerals in the wastewater tory aquatic birds, which abworry environmentalists and sorb selenium from the brine
lake lovers alike.
shrimp, brine flies and other
The water agency and min- tiny organisms that inhabit the
ing company’s plan to clean lakeandsurroundingwetlands.
up two contaminated ground“If you don’t have a place
water plumes at the south end to dump the concentrate, then
of the Salt Lake Valley essen- you haven’t accomplished a
tially removes chemicals from
Please see TAINTED, A6

ALSO • SEE HOW THE TAINTED BYPRODUC T
WILL BE PIPED TO GREAT SALT L AKE > A6
gallons a day of wastewater —
the byproduct of a public-private partnership between
Kennecott Utah Copper and
the Jordan Valley Water Conservancy District — on the
lakebed.
Now, after more than a decade, the 21-mile pipeline’s final stage is in sight: building
a 1,000-foot extension that
will spew water from two new

AL HARTMANN | The Salt Lake Tribune

RELIGION • ONE MAN’S WINDING ROAD TO BUDDHIST CALLING

World • In a rare
ground attack deep
into Syria, U.S. Army
commandos killed
a man described as
the Islamic State’s
head of oil operations, captured his
wife and rescued a
woman whom ofﬁcials said was enslaved. > A3

Nation • On May 18,
1980, Mount St. Helens blew her top in
a jaw-dropping display of power, leveling a dense forest, spewing ash for
hundreds of miles
and killing 57 people.
The volcano remains
the most active in
the Cascades. > A17

By MARK BERMAN

(c) 2015, The Washington Post
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Boston
bomber’s
fate still
much in
doubt
Death penalty •
Federal review, lethalinjection shortages
and appeals could stall
Tsarnaev’s execution
for many years.

35 years since
Mt. St. Helens
erupted

]

Lead operator
Mike Axelgard
checks ﬁltration tubes at
Jordan Valley
Water Conservancy District’s
reverse osmosis Southwest
Groundwater Treatment
Plant. Contaminants are removed and
separated as a
byproduct.

In his search for truth, the
teacher, religious leader,
husband and father ﬁnds
enlightenment, meaning
PHOTOS
and a mission — to rise
By SCOTT
SOMMERDORF above himself and lift
The Salt Lake Tribune
others.
STORY
By PEGGY
FLETCHER
STACK

Right • A prayer wheel whirls during a service at
the Buddhist temple where Jerry Gardner brings a
wealth of experience and spiritual awareness to his
role of lama for parishioners.

T

he ﬁrst thing people want to Top • Jerry Gardknow about the handsome ner, also known as
black man, with the deep Lama Thupten Dorbass voice, shaved head and je Gyaltsen, offers
one shoulder poking out from saf- guidance during
fron-and-maroon robes, is what to an April service at
call him.
the Urgyen Samten
At Salt Lake City’s Urgyen Sam- Ling Tibetan Budten Ling Temple, he has been dhist Temple.
known as “Lama Thupten Dorje
Gyaltsen,” or “Lama Thupten,” for short, but recently was elevated to the honoriﬁc position “Rinpoche.”
His adoptive parents named him Jerry Allen
Gardner, so at the University of Utah he is known
as “Professor Gardner.” To his wife, he’s just “Jerry.”
The next question is how a 67-year-old Guamborn, Selma-bred, fast-talking former Baptist from
the mean streets of New York City ended up as an
orthodox Buddhist in Mormon-dominated Utah.
And last, why would a guy immersed in bedrock
Please see SPIRITUAL QUEST, A10

The United States government sought and won a death
sentence in the trial of Dzhokhar Tsarnaev for his role in the
Boston Marathon bombing.
However,
it is worth
remembering something: The
government
c a n not act ua lly execute anyone
r ig ht now.
The Justice
Department Dzhokhar
ef fectively Tsnaraev •
ha s a mor- Carrying out
atorium on of death senexecutions tence could be
because it is a long time
r e v i e w i n g coming
the government’s death penalty policy.
In addition, even if the review immediately concluded that the federal protocol is
fine as it stands, there is still
the issue of obtaining lethal injection drugs. Federal ofﬁcials
say the Bureau of Prisons does
not possess any doses of drugs
intended for lethal injections
because of this ongoing review.
“The Department of Justice
has been conducting a review
of the federal protocol used
Please see BOMBER, A11
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PHOTOS BY SCOTT SOMMERDORF | The Salt Lake Tribune

The Urgyen Samten Ling Tibetan Buddhist Temple, brightly adorned with tapestries and vibrant colors, is the Salt Lake City congregation’s house of worship, where lama Jerry Gardner is teacher and
spiritual guide. Gardner studied Buddhist teachings, making trips to Nepal and Tibet and earning an advanced degree.

Spiritual
UEST

Q

blacks in the backs of buses.
And that bridge in Selma,
where civil-rights protests
took place? He knew it well.
At his Baptist Sunday
school, Gardner recalls, “I was
the kid in class who asked odd
questions.”
He was also a child who
could see the future, he says,
and witnessed “visions in the
sky.”
Times were tough, though,
and Gardner’s father kept getting sent on various military
assignments, so the young boy
was shipped off, ﬁrst to grandparents, then to aunts and uncles in New York City’s black
neighborhoods — that is, “the
projects.”
“My auntie was a connoisseur of religion,” he says. “We
attended Presbyterian, Methodist, Catholic, Baptist or
whatever Christian churches
she wanted. We were always
in church.”
Freedom, she taught him,
lies with learning to read and
write, being educated, using
precise vocabulary and eschewing profanity. She was
stern and her home disciplined, arming him with the
necessary skills to survive and
forge ahead.
In fourth grade, he discovered the saxophone.
“The arts were crucial in the
development of my spirituality,” he notes. “I practiced more
than an hour a day.”
Playing his sax in a small
practice room, he says, “was
like meditation.”
He and his friends made
music together, and then took
up martial arts, both of which
gave them a grounding “in the
midst of gang violence,” Gardner says. “We learned to confront danger fearlessly and not
be a victim.”
Still, he has had a gun
pointed at his head, been
jailed for being in the wrong
place at the wrong time and
suffered indignities because

a relationship.
“I was interested
in hearing about
it, just as I am in
≥ Continued from A1
hearing about other spiritual paths,”
beliefs about life’s transitoshe says, “ but I
riness anchor himself to the
purposely did not
Beehive State for more than
jump into it just
two decades, yet feel most
because he was doat home in the mountains of
ing it.”
earthquake-prone Nepal?
For the next ﬁve
The answers to these puzyears or so, the
zles are as multifaceted as a
two lived togethTibetan mandala — or as the
er in Phoenix and
man himself.
Guam, while Gard“I am only a servant,” the
ner practiced his
lama-turned-rinpoche says
Jerry Gardner, also known as Lama Thupten Dorje Gyaltsen, rings a bell
Buddhism — and
modestly, sitting cross-legged
during service at the Urgyen Samten Ling Tibetan Buddhist Temple.
came repeatedly
on a raised platform in his
to Utah — and Latemple’s ofﬁce. “Any redeemof his race.
the Rinpoche asked Gardner, Sarre Gardner studied it.
ing qualities or values I may
“I knew that if drugs didn’t who answered in the afﬁrmaFinally, in Nepal in 1991,
have come through the kindget you, if police or someone tive. “It’s done.”
she became convinced on her
ness and blessings of my
in the neighborhood didn’t get
From there, the two studied own of the validity of Tibetteachers.”
you, if you were able to deal regularly. It all felt right to the an Buddhism. The two marThey taught him, he says,
with the chaos and dysfunc- eager student, like a truth he ried there in a simple ceremoto keep his feet on the ground
tion of society, if you don’t ﬁt had known his whole life.
ny conducted by a monk.
and not get a big head because
in society, if you spoke against
B efore long , Ga rd ner
“Our teacher gave us some
of a title, to seek compassion
the status quo and were not si- trekked frequently to India teachings and practices we
and vision, to be a catalyst for
lenced or killed,” he says, “you and Nepal, where he became should do together, like shargood in other people’s lives.
could be a beneﬁt to others.”
a disciple of Tulku Urgyen ing our ﬁrst tea,” she explains,
That’s not so different,
Though he always pre- Rinpoche.
“and then tying our two white
though, from what he learned
sumed he would be a musiThe American embraced scarves together.”
in a faraway time and place at
cian, Gardner opted to study these teachings and rituals
After two more marriage
the feet of his parents, grandpsychology at Cameron Uni- that would form the core of his rituals — one at a U.S. courtparents and “aunties.”
versity in Oklahoma followed identity, tying together all his house and one with family
Truth be known, he says, he
by Staten Island Communi- passions into a complete circle. and friends in Illinois — they
always felt a bit like an outsidty College and Fordham UniHe became familiar with resumed their joint lives in
er.
versity, both in New York. He the three jewels — the Bud- Utah, building a community
planned to work in drug pre- dha; the teachings of the and temple together.
—
vention, empowering users Dharma, or Buddhist path;
The Gardners worked side
The journey begins • Baby
through knowledge — when and all the path’s followers, by side — not as teacher and
Jerry was born on a U.S. milialong came Buddhism.
known as Sangha. He learned pupil but as co-teachers.
tary base in Guam in Microneabout Buddhism’s Vajrayana
People are dazzled by her
—
sia to unmarried parents who
tradition, also called the Dia- husband’s insights and chaimmediately gave him up for
A new path appears • In mond Way, and its reverence risma, LaSarre Gardner says,
adoption to another military
1968, the future lama came for Guru Rinpoche, a sev- but she knows him as a regucouple, Willie Lee (mother)
across several intriguing Bud- enth-century Indian monk lar guy who watches football
and Willie Gardner (father).
dhist tomes, including “The who brought Buddhism to Ti- and is a dad to their daugh“I was part African-AmeriTibetan Book of the Dead,” bet and is considered by some ter, Abriel, a dancer about to
can, part Portuguese, and part
but felt he needed a teacher to be the second Buddha.
graduate from a Salt Lake City
who-knows-what-else,” Gardto guide him in his studies.
Gardner came to under- high school.
ner says with a laugh.
He was steered to a tiny Ti- stand the various deities
“I never intended to marThe Gardners lived in midbetan shop in the heart of New — both compassionate and ry a lama; it was an adjust1960s Alabama, where their
York, where he found Lama wrathful — who need to be ment,” LaSarre Gardner says.
only child witnessed signs of
Kazi Rinpoche, a teacher of embraced and fended off re- “He glides in and out of these
racism: KKK crosses burning
teachers.
spectfully. He learned to chant roles that are all part of him.”
on lawns, segregated drink“When you die, would you songs of praise and to light
Both trained as teachers,
ing fountains and seating for
like to turn into a rainbow?” lamps of enlightenment.
they teach each other.
Oh, and he picked up some
—
Tibetan words, too.
An energized existence •
—
Even before 1997, when he was
The disciplined life • The ordained as a Tibetan lama,
Buddhist convert, steeped Gardner had a whirling schedin faith, arrived in Colora- ule of classes — establishing a
do in 1975, to teach and per- meditation center, teaching
form ballet, modern dance movement, martial arts and
and mime on the Navajo res- dance at the U., and creating a
ervation.
school and Buddhist temple in
There, he met Jean LaSarre an old Mormon meetinghouse
Gardner, then a VISTA volun- on Salt Lake City’s west side.
teer, dancer and special-eduAfter many trips to Nepal
cation teacher.
and India, he earned a doc“He didn’t sweep me off my torate in Buddhist studies
feet,” LaSarre Gardner recalls. with an emphasis in ritual and
“We were friends, and it grew meditation from the Ngagyur
from there.”
Samten Chockhorling InstiThe future wife was her tute in Manali, India.
own kind of seeker. Raised
It was a region of the world
Methodist in Illinois, she had, that gave birth to his particuby this time, left behind any lar brand of Buddhism, a place
serious Christian practice.
he sees as mystical, even magJean LaSarre Gardner, wife of Jerry Gardner, also known as Lama Thupten Dorje Gyaltsen, worEven so, she wasn’t about ical. A place where he ﬁts.
ships at the Urgyen Samten Ling Tibetan Buddhist Temple. She wasn’t a convert to Tibetan Budto adopt Gardner’s faith
“The Buddha was born in
dhism until studying it, then marrying Jerry Gardner in Nepal in 1991.
merely because they were in Nepal,” the then-lama says.

“The patron saint of our tradition has a direct connection
to Boudhanath [west of Kathmandu], where he received the
teaching direction connected
to antiquity.”
Many masters came and
practiced, he says, and there
are many revered relics, hermitages and stupas in the area,
which became a haven for Tibetans who ﬂed after the Chinese invasion. The lama led
several groups of Utah students to study with his teachers there.
Gary Stephenson is one of
them.
A retired Salt Lake City psychiatrist, Stephenson began
studying Buddhism a decade
or more ago and liked the philosophy.
But it wasn’t until he met
Lama Thupten at the Lotus
Festival in 2007 that he considered becoming a practitioner.
“In college, I had some interest in Asian religion,” Stephenson says, “but when I started
going to the temple, it felt like
home.”
The lama was generous,
gentle and welcoming, the student says. But he also could be
exacting.
“He will push people who
are continuing to come,” says
Stephenson, who goes by the
name Sonam. “He wants them
to regularly attend to learn
more and more, do more, and
practice more.”
The convert says he’s had
his moments when he thinks
all the work — getting up daily at 4:15 a.m., putting in 40
hours a week, going to evening
classes — is “nuts.”
But Stephenson sees how
his teacher has integrated
Buddhism into his very being
and, witnessing that, knows
he never could give up.
Fo r h i s p a r t , t h e l a ma-turned-rinpoche is willing to teach others, to speak
the truths he has discovered,
practiced and lived.
What of his circuitous route
to this place, geographically
and spiritually?
His teacher, Lama Kazi
once taunted him, calling him
“black boy” — or worse.
“If that upsets you,” the
master told the future Rinpoche, “you are not free.”
Everyone must rise above
color, nationality, religions,
boundaries, barriers.
And so the African-American Tibetan Buddhist teacher, dancer, friend, husband and
father in Salt Lake City wants
only to become “a divine instrument to be used.”
His goal?
“To be fully human and to
rise above human frailty. … To
inspire others.”
To be more than just Jerry.
pstack@sltrib.coM
Twitter@religiongal
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MLS • As the new GM, Craig Waibel is inside looking out > C1
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CONTEMPORARY
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ARTISTS EXPLORE
AMERICA > D1

Feds want jail for ATV ride leaders
Recapture Canyon protest • Commissioner Phil
Lyman wants a new trial; state lawmaker says 1979
BLM map proves the canyon is “a public highway.”

Calling Lyman’s and Monticello City Councilman Monte Wells’
behavior “a calculated, mass deﬁance of the criminal law,” prosecutors plan to ask U.S. District
County Commissioner Phil Ly- Judge Robert Shelby for nearly
By BRIAN MAFFLY
The Salt Lake Tribune
man want a new trial.
$100,000 in restitution for damFederal prosecutors this week age riders allegedly caused the
With part of a $96,000 resti- filed sentencing recommenda- canyon’s archaeological sites.
tution bill and up to 16 months tions for two Utah men convictAt the same time, government
in jail hanging over their client’s ed for their roles in the May 2014 attorneys suggest between six and
head, attorneys for San Juan Recapture Canyon protest ride.
16 months of jail time and more

ﬁnes for the men.
Lyman faces more stringent
punishment as the ringleader.
Meanwhile, Lyman’s attorneys
— including Peter Stirba, a new addition to the team — cited recently
surfaced “exculpatory” evidence
they say prosecutors failed to disclose in a motion for a new trial.
They say they have uncovered
a 1979 map from Bureau of Land
Management files that proves

protest riders drove on a right of
way through the canyon east of
Blanding. Therefore, Stirba and
attorney Anneli Smith write, riding off-road vehicles was legal, despite the BLM’s decision in 2007
to close the canyon to motorized
use to protect its archaeological
sites.
The provenance of the map is
guaranteed by former BLM realty
Please see RECAPTURE, A4

Phil Lyman •
San Juan County commissioner

RELIGION • MAINTAINING TRADITION IN THE MODERN WORLD

Utah’s skateboarding rabbi
is blending hip and hope
AL HARTMANN | The Salt Lake Tribune

Midvale Mayor JoAnn Seghini gives a thumbs-up as
community leaders from northern Utah gather for a
news conference in Midvale on Thursday to launch
an “education campaign” for Proposition 1, a plan
to raise sales tax to pay for transportation projects.

Wasatch
Front leaders
kick off a
campaign for
sales-tax hike
Proposition 1 • Critics lash out at
government leaders for using their
taxpayer-funded time to push the plan.
Temple Har Shalom Rabbi David Levinsky skates Wednesday at the Park City Skateboard Park.

Park City’s new Jewish leader combines the
old ways with the new, adding a scholarly ﬂair.
By PEGGY FLETCHER STACK

The Salt Lake Tribune

Park City • Rabbi David
Levinsky had been in his new
mountain home for barely a
month when he ofﬁciated at
his first Jewish wedding in
the Beehive State.
It was for a gay couple.
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Facing a crowd of weddinggoers crammed into Park
City’s Temple Har Shalom,
the Chicago-born, guitarplaying, skateboarding,
hipster rabbi stood on the
bima (platform), dressed in
a traditional yarmulke and
prayer shawl. He seamlessly
blended elements of a typical

Obama cheers
post-Katrina
progress in
New Orleans
NATION • Weaving
together themes of
resilience and renewal,
President Barack
Obama on Thursday
celebrated New
Orleans’ rebirth 10
years after Hurricane
Katrina. In the Lower
Ninth Ward, Obama
touted the city as an
example of American
strength. > A3

Jewish ceremony — including
a blessing for a happy life,
which he knew by heart —
with new, modern aspects
chosen by the couple.
With each symbolic ritual,
Levinsky offered simple explanations for the non-Jewish attendees.
“It was funny and it was
moving and it was a memorable event,” recalls one of
the grooms, Park City teacher Mark Parker. “The rabbi is

CHRIS DETRICK | The Salt Lake Tribune

By LEE DAVIDSON

The Salt Lake Tribune

excellent at what he does.”
Preacher. Teacher. Celebrant. Counselor. Musician.
Reader. Scholar. Storyteller.
Athlete.
Levinsky, who became
Har Shalom’s rabbi and
Saidye Rosner Bronfman
Rabbinic Chair on July 1, is
all that, congregants say, and
much more.
He calls his approach to
the centuries-old faith “open

Midvale • Leaders of Wasatch Front cities,
counties and businesses launched an “education
campaign” Thursday for a proposed sales-tax hike.
But instead of dispassionately providing statistics,
they strongly urged people to vote for it.
Salt Lake County Mayor Ben McAdams explained how the tax increase could improve local
roads and air quality, then said, “That is why I am
voting yes for Prop 1, and encourage voters to do
the same.”
Having mayors, county commissioners and Utah
Transit Authority officials appear during work
hours on the lawn outside Midvale City Hall to rally

Please see RABBI, A4

Please see PROP 1, A4

Over critics’ objections, Utah wildlife
managers add 32 cougar-hunting permits
Conservancy asked Utah
Wildlife Board members to
decrease the annual predator culling by as much as
In a national campaign 25 percent.
By EMMA PENROD
The Salt Lake Tribune
to discourage trophy huntInstead, board members
ing, the Humane Society voted to increase the numOver the pleas of conser- has challenged the way ber of cougar hunting pervationists and animal lov- states determine how many mits from 460 to 492, starters, state wildlife managers cougars need to be killed, ing with the 2016 hunt.
Thursday boosted the num- claiming they are ignoring
Conservationists said the
ber of hunters who can try scientiﬁc standards.
fact that there was any into bag a cougar next year.
A n d t h e W i l d l i f e crease at all ﬂies in the face

Culling • Conservationists say science shows
fewer, not more, predators should be killed.

of research.
“Once again, they are not
informed by the best available science,” said Kirk
Robinson, executive director of the Utah-based Western Wildlife Conservancy.
“The best science really supports killing fewer cougars.”
At the same time, board
members approved a new
cougar management plan,
Please see COUGAR PLAN, A5
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Recapture
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1979 BLM map of the Recapture Canyon area

Kanab Republican Rep. Mike Noel, a one-time Bureau of Land
≥ Continued from A1
Management realty specialist, argues the dotted red line on
this 1979 BLM map is proof a “public highway” runs through
specialist and Lyman sup- Recapture Canyon. Noel’s claim was cited in support of San Juan
porter Mike Noel, a Republi- County Commissioner Phil Lyman’s demand for a new trial.
can state representative from
Kanab. Noel swore in an afﬁdavit attached to the motion for a
new trial that the map shows
the rugged canyon track qualiﬁed as a “public highway.”
The map included shows the
region of southeastern Utah
crisscrossed by red lines. At the
top of the canyon, someone has
scrawled a red circle to denote
a proposed dam “project area.”
Now a leading Utah crusader against federal control of
public land, Noel worked for
the BLM from 1970 through
the mid-1990s, when he handled real estate and served as
acting area manager for the
Kanab ﬁeld ofﬁce.
Noel has become one of Lyman’s most ardent defenders,
alleging the federal government deliberately withheld evidence in an unethical effort to
set him up.
“People are going to be red- however, federal prosecutors actions restricting land use,
faced. They are going to be sor- note that defense lawyers had according to the sentencing
ry about how they castigated specifically declined to raise memo written by Assistant U.S.
this commissioner,” Noel said such a defense at trial.
Attorney Jared Bennett.
last week during a meeting of
Defense attorneys’ argu“Instead of choosing any one
the Utah Commission for the ment that Lyman had “per- or more of these numerous leStewardship of Public Lands.
mission” to ride through the gally permissible mechanisms
Lyman’s defenders have canyon failed to sway the jury, to express their disagreement
changed their arguments since which convicted him of con- with federal decisions, defenhis May trial — from insisting spiracy and driving in an area dants chose crime,” Bennett
the protesters had BLM man- closed to motorized use.
wrote. “Defendants’ crimes
agers’ tacit approval for their
Lyman and co-defendant included recruiting dozens of
ride, to maintaining the can- Wells, a blogger who helped others to join them in breaking
yon was meant to be included promote the ride on social me- the law. Defendants’ recruiting
in the state’s inventory of RS dia, had plenty of legal path- efforts were significantly as2477 road claims.
ways to contest the closure sisted by Mr. Lyman’s use of his
In their sentencing memo, of Recapture or other BLM political ofﬁce, which provided

Rabbi

≥ Continued from A1

Judaism.”
“We welcome non-Jews or
anyone into the synagogue
who thinks that Judaism can
be transformative in their
lives,” Levinsky says. “We are
not checking IDs at the door.
We are not the Jewish border
control or police.”
The goal, he explains, is “to
practice a form of Judaism that
is relevant and vital in today’s
world — and do it in a very
open way.”
Levinsky, his wife, Kate, and
their 11-year-old son, Noam,
heed Jewish laws — they eat
kosher, for instance — but his
wide-ranging views and outlook seem to ﬁt the congregation, which began hunting for
a new rabbi in 2013, after Rabbi Joshua Aaronson left Har
Shalom to head a synagogue
in suburban Los Angeles.
So how did this Summit
County synagogue find an
urbane Midwestern rabbi —
trained in the country’s best
schools and accustomed to a
thriving Jewish community
— and then persuade him to
come to a liberal Utah resort
town in a red state dominated
by the LDS Church and where
Jews are in the vast minority?
With persistence, they say,
divine promptings and a dollop of serendipity.
Now t hey hop e t hei r
47-year-old rabbi never leaves.
—
The music and the mystique • Levinsky grew up in
a suburb north of Chicago,
which was about a third Jewish. His Reform Judaism parents celebrated major holidays — Passover, Yom Kippur,
Hanukkah — but were not particularly observant.
“My mother would pack ham
sandwiches on matzo in my
lunch for Passover,” Levinsky
quips. “To her, it was all about
the matzo.”
At the same time, the Levinskys were “Jewishly committed,” if not particularly devout
in their practice, the rabbi recalls. “I didn’t go to Jewish
schools — I went to school with
Jews.”
While childhood friends
imagined becoming firefighters and cops, he always wanted to be a rabbi.
“As a tiny little kid, I sat
through adult religious services for hours,” he says. “This
wondrous thing was happening around me that I didn’t understand.”
He was enchanted by the
mystery of it.

The rabbi wannabe started Hebrew school on Sunday
mornings at 9, had a bar mitzvah at 12 and was confirmed
at 15.
“I did as much as they offered,” Levinsky says. “I loved
being involved.”
Then it was out of the cocoon and into college at Indiana University, where he pursued philosophy and explored
ideas, but was less religiously
observant. After earning a degree in English, he returned to
the Windy City and played guitar in a semiprofessional rock
band, “The Lilacs.”
“I didn’t get famous,” he says,
“but had a lot of fun trying.”
At the same time, Levinsky plunged back into serious
Judaism — this time in the
strictly Orthodox community
of Chabad Lubavitch.
Though it might seem contradictory, he found both the
music scene and the Hasidic
life fascinating. It all unraveled one night, however, when
he encountered a female friend
from college he hadn’t seen in
years and instinctively moved
to embrace her, a gesture forbidden among Orthodox Jews
“I realized hugging her was
more important to me than
not,” he says.
The band broke up and
Levinsky went to rabbinical
school in Cincinnati, Jerusalem and L.A. Professors came
to see his potential as an academic, so they pushed him
to get a doctorate in religious
studies at Stanford, where he
wrote a dissertation on how
Jews, Christians and GrecoRoman polytheists (“long word
for pagans”) got along.
He studied the interaction
among those three groups and
how that changed individuals
and the way they think about
themselves.
All in all, the rabbi was in
graduate school for 12 years, he
says, “and that academic work
still drives my rabbinate.”
While there, Levinsky realized he was drawn even more
to the pulpit. Those dual interests became major attractions
for Har Shalom’s search committee.
—
From no to yes • Miriam Eatchel had been in the
Park City congregation for a
half-dozen years when she was
tapped to co-lead, with Darcy
Amiel, the congregational committee assigned with ﬁnding a
new rabbi.
The two purposely chose
panelists to represent the diverse groups that call Har
Shalom their spiritual home
— old, young, parents, singles,

the specter of ofﬁcial imprimatur for his criminal acts.
“The law must impose consequences that are signiﬁcant
enough to teach defendants
respect for the law and to deter defendants and others from
engaging in similar criminal
behavior.”
Lyman’s and Wells’ convictions carry a maximum of one
year in jail on each count and
$100,000 in fines. Their sentencing has been postponed
while the court entertains Lyman’s motion to have Shelby
recused.
His attorneys claim Shelby’s friendship with a Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance
lawyer makes him unﬁt to hear
the Recapture case.
At the same time, prosecutors are seeking to stiffen Lyman’s sentence because he was
an organizer and was “abusing
a position of trust” to “signiﬁcantly facilitate the illegal ride.”
Lyman used his commission
email account and county letterhead to communicate with
constituents about the ride.
The event was so well-publicized that “if you lived in San
Juan County and didn’t know
about the protest, then there
was something wrong with
you,” Bluff resident Josh Ewing testiﬁed at trial.
Besides the total restitution
bill, prosecutors recommend
a jail term of 10 to 16 months
and a ﬁne between $3,000 and
$30,000 for Lyman, based on
his ability to pay. They recommend six to 12 months of jail,
and a ﬁne of $2,000 to $20,000
for Wells.
T he s ent enc e s c ou ld

combine incarceration with
substitute punishment, according to the memo.
“Defendants knew that their
conspiracy to and actual ride
through the closed area of Recapture Canyon was illegal, but
they did it anyway and provided an opportunity for many
others to join them,” prosecutors wrote. “BLM warned Mr.
Lyman of the potential consequences of the illegal ride numerous times before May 10,
2014, but neither Mr. Lyman
nor Mr. Wells listened.”
The government initially
asked for $172,000 in restitution, but reduced the amount
to $95,955.61 after defense lawyers objected. They still oppose
the reduced restitution.
Prosecutors based restitution on a damage assessment
the BLM conducted after the
ride, documenting impacts to
archaeological sites. The court
sealed that document as well
as related filings in an effort
to avoid disclosing locations of
the sites, which are subject to
looting.
The alleged damaged occurred where an ATV trail,
which the BLM says was illegally built by off-road enthusiasts, extends beyond the end of
the pipeline. The trail repeatedly crosses Recapture Creek
and runs over eight archaeological sites, hard-to-see remnants of American Indian communities that inhabited the
lush canyon 1,000 and more
years ago.
Lyman’s new legal team now
says the BLM lacked authority to close the area, pointing
to the 1979 BLM map, which
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Rabbi David Levinsky, center, Temple Har Shalom’s new rabbi,
ofﬁciates at the bar mitzvah of Asa Torok, left, with the help of
Michael Greenﬁeld.
gay, straight, Jews by birth,
Jews by conversion, long-timers, part-timers, newcomers
and those at various points in
their respective religious journeys — including non-Jews.
They wanted someone to
represent every piece of the
mosaic of their community.
They even held focus groups
of 150 congregants, 10 at a time.
“We didn’t want this to be
a pick of the search committee,” Eatchel says. “We wanted this to reﬂect the desires of
the whole congregation.”
The group put out the word
and got 27 résumés, interviewed some applicants by
Skype, and then settled on
two finalists: Levinsky and
one other — whom they flew
in to meet in person and give
sermons.
Both were good, Eatchel
says, but the congregation had
a more emotional, visceral response to Levinsky.
So in spring 2014, Har Shalom offered him a job.
He turned it down.
The committee was devastated.
“We liked the other guy,”
Eatchel says, “but we decided
we couldn’t settle for someone
we liked but didn’t love.”
Casting aside the painful
thought of starting anew, the
committee members waited
a few weeks, then re-extended the offer. They flew him
to Utah again, this time with
his wife, and tried to help him
imagine living here.
“We told him we didn’t want
just a rabbi,” she says, “we
wanted exactly him.”
Levinsky accepted, adding
that he couldn’t come for another year. So Har Shalom was
forced to wait until this summer.
There is a Hebrew word for
“meant to be,” Eatchel says,
“and that’s how a lot of us feel.”

—
Perfect partners • For Michael Greenfield, it’s almost
been like ﬁnding a twin — or
at least a very comfortable
friendship.
Greenfield, Har Shalom’s
director of education and programming, helped lead services during the interim, but
he doesn’t play guitar.
Now, the two lead worship
together, with Levinsky providing the music and sermon.
“There are moments where
he will lead and moments
where I will lead,” Greenﬁeld
says. “The largest part [of the
service] we lead together.”
The men are so similar —
same age, same approach,
sometimes even the same
clothing choice — that their
partnership is almost wordless, like an old married couple.
But Greenfield is clear on
the gifts the new rabbi brings.
His academic training and
instincts provide Levinsky
with a clear understanding of
history and how Jewish texts
have been interpreted through
the ages.
His ability to draw on modern ideas and analogies — like
using the animated film “Inside Out” to discuss contemporary family issues — makes
him a powerful speaker.
Given how small Utah’s
Jewish community is, people
are going to join a synagogue
like Har Shalom only “if they
find something meaningful,”
Greenfield says. “If we make
it difﬁcult, or set a really high
threshold for participation,
they won’t come.”
The synagogue needed a
“rabbi who gets that,” he says,
“because it’s not something you
can teach.”
Levinsky, he believes, gets it.
pstack@sltrib.com
Twitter: @religiongal

for Proposition 1 upset one
group that opposes the tax.
“It is concerning that our
elected ofﬁcials have resorted to using taxpayer-funded
spaces and using their time
to campaign on behalf of a
tax increase on Utah families,” said Evelyn Everton,
Utah director of Americans
for Prosperity. “I am convinced taxpayers will see
through the fancy marketing ploys and see Proposition 1 for what it really is:
more money taken away
from family budgets to buy
the things they really need.”
A bby A lbrecht , w it h
Utahns for Responsible
Tra nspor tation Investments, which organized the
event, said it tried to rent
space for the event, but was
told use of the lawn was free.
She said mayors and others
were speaking during their
lunch time. And she said
they “have a First Amendment right” to express their
opinion.
Proposition 1 would raise
sales taxes by a penny for
every $4 in purchases. Forty percent of the money in
Wasatch Front counties
would go to the Utah Transit Authority for bus and rail
service. The rest would go to
cities and counties for local
roads.
Sixteen counties so far
have put the issue on the
Nov. 3 ballot, including Salt
Lake County and all large
Wasatch Front counties.
Legislative analysts figure
the higher tax would cost
about $50 per person annually, if passed statewide.
Civic and business leaders united Thursday to explain some reasons the money is needed and to show off
new “Prop 1: One for All”
campaign materials from
Utahns for Responsible
Transportation Investments.
That group is a politicalissues committee afﬁliated
with the Salt Lake Chamber that was created to raise
money to actively campaign
for the proposition.
“Our education campaign
will arm voters with information about what Prop 1
will pay for and how it will
beneﬁt them on a local, personal level,” said the group’s
co-chairman, Ron Jibson,
president and CEO of Questar Gas.
“The business community is fully behind Proposition 1.” He added that good

shows a faded dotted red line
down the canyon. The map
in question does not include a
key explaining what the dotted red lines indicate. Undisputed roads are shown as double lines.
Defense attorneys also cite
Utah’s Aug. 5 filing of a notice of intent to sue the federal government over Recapture,
belatedly claiming an RS 2477
right of way.
An actual decision to add
Recapture to the list of 12,000
routes the state is suing over is
months away, according to Assistant Attorney General Tony
Rampton, Utah’s point man on
its mass RS 2477 litigation.
He maintains the potential
RS 2477 claim and Lyman’s defense are separate issues.
“He says it’s all part of the
same thing, but it’s not,” Rampton said in an interview last
week.
At Gov. Gary Herbert’s request, the attorney general investigated whether the
state can claim a right of
way through the canyon and
whether the BLM acted legally when it closed it to motorized use.
Other than the modern ATV
trail, Rampton said, his staff
did find evidence to support
a historic right-of-way claim,
even though there is little sign
of a road running through the
rugged canyon, whose steep,
timbered banks fall to a perennial creek.
The office has yet to determine whether the canyon closure was legal.
bmafﬂy@sltrib.com

transportation is important because “if customers
and employees can’t get to
their businesses, they can’t
do business.”
Jibson said just as brushing teeth can prevent cavities, raising taxes to maintain roads can be 25 times
less expensive than eventually rebuilding them. “The
cost of doing nothing is far
higher for the average Utah
family because good roads
cost less.”
Passing Proposition 1 “is
the conservative thing to do,”
said Weber County Commissioner Kerry Gibson.
“This is the right thing to do,
to pay our bills as we go, to
pay them upfront when we
can to make sure we are
not passing that burden on
to our children.”
Others said roads have
deteriorated because the
state had not raised gasoline tax in 18 years (although a 5-cent-a-gallon
increase takes effect Jan.
1), and local governments
need money now to catch
up with needs.
“I can attest to the dire
need for transportation
funding,” said Orem Mayor Richard Brunst. “Current funding levels are not
adequate,” especially with
the population expected to
skyrocket in coming years.
He said the money could
also help with needed sidewalks, trails and bike paths.
McAdams said the new
revenue also would help
with needed mass transit. “ With Prop 1 funding, UTA has committed to
provide our communities
with more buses, more service, more often,” which he
added “will make transit a
more viable option.”
The UTA Board passed a
resolution Wednesday saying it would focus on expanding bus service with
any new tax money from
the proposition. It also said
it cannot and will not campaign for the tax hike and
will simply provide data,
but UTA officials stood
with other ofﬁcials (but did
not speak) at the campaign
launch Thursday.
Midvale Mayor JoAnn
Seghini said 111 Utah cities
have passed resolutions in
support of the proposition.
“We’re providing the opportunity to give the voters the
choice.
A nd now we’re here
to ask you to vote yes for
Proposition 1. Why vote
yes? Because it’s urgently
needed.”
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Utah tight end Caleb Repp (47) celebrates with teammates after scoring a touchdown Saturday against Oregon in the Utes’ 62-20 Pac-12 opener in Eugene.
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Straight talk on gay therapy
AP

Pope lauds U.S.
ideals of liberty
and equality
Nation • Standing
at the birthplace of
the United States,
Pope Francis extolled
America’s founding
ideals of liberty and
equality Saturday
while warning that
religious freedom is
under threat around
the globe. > A3

Controversy • Gay Mormons seek conversion help
that experts believe doesn’t work and may be harmful.
they might a woman.
Men sharing their most vulnerable moments from the past —
Men holding other men, as fa- being bullied, insulted, attacked,
thers cradle their newborn sons. wounded.
Men running naked in the woods,
These were among the activilike innocent boys during playful ties at a Journey Into Manhood
childhoods. Men exploring their weekend retreat, and, for $650,
bodies, as they once did in puber- these Mormons were told that
ty. Men caressing a silky scarf, like
Please see GAY THERAPY, A11

CONVERSION
THERAPY:

Michael Ferguson • Former Utahn’s therapy
failed; happiness came with same-sex partner.

HELPFUL
L OR
HARMFUL?

dressed-for-church Ferguson
offered from his knees, while
locked inside his dormitory
During his freshman year room on each monthly Morat Brigham Young University, mon fast Sunday.
Michael Ferguson began barIn exchange for heavgaining with God.
en’s merciful aid, Ferguson
The pledges of sacri- would give more — more
fice came during hours hours of service in his Church
of feverish prayer that a
Please see FERGUSON, A14
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Reid calls for
compromise,
not extremism
Nation • SenateMinorityLeaderHarry
Reid,inalecture
SaturdayattheUniversityof Virginia,
echoedPopeFrancis’remarkstoCongress,callingfor
moreinclusionwithinreligionandurging
compromiseoverextremism. > A16
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Gov. Gary Herbert tells hundreds gathered
Saturday at a
memorial for
Hildale ﬂood victims that he represents 3 million Utahns who
honor the memory of the 13 victims swept away
in a Sept. 14 torrent. Joseph Jessop, head bowed
lower right, lost
two wives and
seven children. “I
wouldn’t want to
complain against
God,” he told
mourners asembled in Hildale’s
Maxwell Park. ›
Story, B1
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Zion Park permit system re-evaluated in wake of deadly ﬂood
Recreation • Procedure currently leaves questions of risk largely up to users.
entirely by the book.
The group of California and
The Salt Lake Tribune
Nevada hikers had reserved a
backcountry permit Sept. 14 for
Until it ended in a deadly tor- Keyhole Canyon, as required
rent, an excursion by seven can- for all slot canyons demanding
yoneers killed earlier this month ropes and harnesses. Rangers isin Zion National Park went sued the permit that morning in
By ERIN ALBERTY and
MICHAEL MCFALL

accordance with park guidelines,
which restrict canyoneering only
when flash flooding is imminent
— but not when flooding is “probable,” as the weather forecast had
warned. When a flood warning
wasissuedthatafternoon,rangers
Please see ZION PERMITS, A10

Courtesy of Rhys Evans

Adrienne Bossi
prepares for the
ﬁrst rappel into
Zion National
Park’s Keyhole
Canyon, a slot
canyon that becomes a death
trap when a ﬂash
ﬂood strikes.
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their attractions could change from
gay to straight — or at least diminish.
Three years ago, former Utahn
Michael Ferguson, a gay Latter-day
Saint, and three Orthodox Jews sued
the nonproﬁt group JONAH (Jews
Offering New Alternatives for Healing), which offers reparative therapy and had helped facilitate Journey
retreats.
As part of the resulting trial, several Journey participants or leaders were deposed or testiﬁed for the
defense. After vetting the groups’
methods, a New Jersey jury determined in June that such strategies
were “unsuccessful” and constituted false advertising.
So-called conversion therapy
for minors now has been banned
through legislative action in California, Oregon, New Jersey and the
District of Columbia, and a bill has
been introduced in Congress to classify as fraud any commercial conversion therapies and all advertising
that purports to alter one’s sexual
orientation or gender identity.
That ﬁts with what the vast majority of therapists believe about reparative or conversion therapy.
The American Psychological Association has declared it not only
impossible but also unethical to try
changing sexual orientation.
The newly formed, independent
Mormon Mental Health Association has come out against any therapies “which have been developed to
change, alter or reduce sexual orientation.”
Clinical studies have linked these
therapies, the association says, with
“increased rates of clinical depression,
suicide, anxiety, low self-esteem, difﬁculty sustaining relationships and
sexual dysfunction.”
LDS Church-employed counselors
don’t use reparative therapy either.
Kendall Wilcox, a gay Latter-day
Saint who helped launch a new podcast program called “Out in Zion,”
goes even further. It is time, the
documentary filmmaker says, for
all reparative therapies to vanish —
and for the LDS Church to come out
strongly against them.
Despite all these forces aligned
against conversion-therapy programs, many gay Mormons continue to turn to them.

FRANCISCO KJOLSETH | The Salt Lake Tribune

Kendall Wilcox. a gay Latter-day
Saint who helped launch “Out in
Zion,” says it’s time for all reparative
therapies to vanish — and for the
LDS Church to strongly oppose them.
Why? Perhaps they are desperate
to rid themselves of attractions they
see as unwelcome and are eager to
marry someone of the opposite sex
— as their faith preaches.
That’s why Jeff Bennion, a samesex attracted Utah Mormon who has
staffed nearly a dozen Journey weekends, believes ending these retreats
is not the answer.
Bennion, who testiﬁed at the trial
for the defense, argues that his group
has helped, not harmed, participants,
many of whom go away feeling better about themselves.
“If the church says to shut down
these retreats, I am an obedient
church member so I would do it,” he
says. “But I would do it with a heavy,
sad heart.”
—
Balancing faith and feelings •
The 15 million-member Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints recognizes that same-sex attraction is
a “complex reality for many people,”
according to mormonsandgays.org,
the faith’s ofﬁcial website on the topic, and teaches that attraction itself is

not a sin, only acting on it is.
“Even though individuals do not
choose to have such attractions, they
do choose how to respond to them,”
the site says. “The church’s focus is
not on the causes, but on how to help
church members who are same-sex
attracted respond to those attractions in ways consistent with gospel
principles.”
Therapists with LDS Family Services do not offer any kind of “sexual-orientation change efforts,”
church spokesman Doug Andersen conﬁrms. But they are willing to
help members who “desire to reconcile same-sex attraction with their
religious belief.”
The church “maintains professional relationships with a variety
of organizations to ensure the diverse needs of church members can
be met in an individualized and ethical way ... and may refer those seeking counseling to professional therapists,” the spokesman says, “but [it is]
not in the business of recommending
third-party for-proﬁt organizations,
retreats or workshops.”
Neither does the Utah-based faith
“discourage individuals from trying
to address issues arising from samesex attraction.”
The church’s silence on groups
such as Journey, however, should
not, Andersen says, be “construed
as a tacit endorsement or stamp of
approval.”
Without explicit condemnation
from top LDS leaders, change programs have sprung up, tapping into
a yearning for normalcy and acceptance.
Mormonism is a community in
which it has been difﬁcult “to come
out and get social support for disclosing your orientation without ramiﬁcations,” says Laura Skaggs Dulin,
a gay LDS therapist in a mixed-orientation marriage. “The prospect
of being able to go somewhere and
guarantee that there will be a compassionate response, that you will be
around people who are going to be
like you, that you can be transparent,
and you can talk about it with empathetic people, provides an incredible
amount of meaning.”
The appeal of these retreats and
workshops, says Dulin, who holds
a master’s degree in marriage and
family therapy from San Diego State
University and specializes in LGBT/
SSA-related issues, “is not surprising.”

By not providing an alternative,
the church unwittingly created a vacuum, she says, and conversion-aimed
retreats have ﬁlled it.

heterosexual masculinity,” the website says, “and, ideally, to help you
experience a deep emotional breakthrough.”
Bennion, a Journey volunteer, ac—
knowledged at the trial that some nuHealing childhood wounds • In dity took place in these retreats, but
2000, Rich Wyler, a Mormon who it didn’t bother him.
believes his same-sex attraction diThe point was to make nakedness
minished with the use of some ther- more normal, not sexually charged,
apies, created a website, People Can Bennion explains in an interview.
Change, to proﬁle success stories and “How do you create a context where
offer online support.
you can see normal male bodies that
Wyler’s view, unlike that of the aren’t billboard-worthy?”
LDS Church, is that everyone is born
These experiences have all helped
heterosexual, but traumas and oth- him confront his shame, not only his
er experiences push some toward same-sex attractions but also with
same-sex attraction.
many other issues.
Two years later, Wyler teamed up
“It taught me that my feelings were
with David Matheson, an
innately good, and a natuLDS therapist specializing
ral response to the cirin “gender-affirming thercumstances I faced,” Benapy,” to craft the ﬁrst Journion writes in a New York
ney Into Manhood weekend.
Post op-ed. “It motivatThe retreats — particued me to try to repair imlarly the advanced Journey
portant family relationBeyond version — eventually
ships, and helped me learn
included what have been dehow to better relate to othscribed as “psychodramas,”
er men, whom I’d previousrooted on the premise that “
ly ignored or disdained. It’s
many gay men “often had far
made me much more actoo little healthy touch from If the church
cepting of myself and of
father figures or brothers says to shut
others.”
when they were young, and
He even asked his own
so they crave male touch to- down these
dad to hold him, Bennion
day to ﬁll that deﬁcit.”
retreats, I am says in the interview, and
The program includes, an obediit was cathartic.
the People Can Change web“I don’t feel I violated any
site says, “journaling, visual- ent church
church standards,” he says.
ization, group sharing, safe member, so
“I kept standards of modhealing touch and intensive I would do it.
esty and chastity, and it
emotional-release work.”
wasn’t wrong.”
The retreat experienc- But I would do
Not everyone, though,
es often include a “rebirth- it with a heavy, has a positive experience
ing process” (naked men are sad heart.”
with such tactics.
covered with baby powder
—
and wrapped in a blanket, J E F F
B
E
N
N
I
O
N
explained one Jewish counNightmarish journey •
selor in his trial deposition, Argues therapy has Craig Nielson, the youngwhile father ﬁgures stroke helped
est of four from a devout
and hug them in a loving
LDS family in Springville
way). Still-nude participants then who had served a Mormon mission
get “crazy like a boy” (they run into in Chile, didn’t know what to expect
the woods playfully to “experience when he attended a Journey weektheir wild side”). The men redo “ado- end about five years ago outside of
lescence” (they evaluate their bodies Chicago.
as they grow and change in puberNielson had long dreamed of ﬁndty). Finally, the players find them- ing a woman to marry in an LDS
selves in “manhood” (they snuggle temple. By the time he was 21, howwith a silky cloth, imagining a wom- ever, he realized his attraction to
an at their side).
men was more than mere admira“All of the exercises are designed tion. He went to the retreat to learn
to help you identify and process how to “manage his feelings,” he says.
the underlying issues that may be When the ﬁve men in his group were
alienating you from your authentic
Please see GAY THERAPY, A13
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asked to address problems
they had with their mothers,
Nielson balked. He had no anger toward his mom, he says,
nor did he blame her for his
same-sex orientation. Instead,
he told the facilitator, who was
not a licensed counselor, that
he wanted help nurturing his
feelings for the woman he was
dating.
“I said, ‘I really like [her],’ ”
Nielson recounts. “And he said,
‘It’s not enough to like [her],
you have to want to rape her.’
And that is a direct quote.”
Stunned by what he heard,
Nielson says he expressed his
immediate discomfort with
the facilitator’s inappropriate
choice of words.
The Journey leader “backed
down,” he says, “but I think it
speaks to the fact that these
people are not therapists.”
Nielson believes use of the
term rape was likely an unintentional “slip” of the tongue
by the facilitator. It did, however, convince him that these
methods were not right for
him.
Another young gay Mormon in Utah went to two different group sessions in a private South Salt Lake home
(not Journey Into Manhood,
but recommended by its proponents).
He came away shaken and
horriﬁed.
The first time was a little
like a 12-step gathering, with
men sitting around, talking
about themselves and their
issues, he says, It ended with
the men watching a TED talk
by researcher Brené Brown
about vulnerability, then discussing the topic while holding one another.
On the second occasion, the
men donned blindfolds and
were told to strip. When they
removed their eye coverings,
they found themselves surrounded by unclothed men.
“We then proceeded to
line up in two rows and face
each other. We were told, if
we wanted, we could ask

ALEX REMNICK | AP ﬁle photo

David Dinielli delivers opening statements in June for the plaintiff in a fraud trial against Jews Offering New Alternatives for
Healing (JONAH) in Jersey City, N.J. The nonproﬁt New Jerseybased group that promised to convert gay men into heterosexuals instead offered “junk science” and lies, Dinielli told jurors.
Among the plaintiffs was Michael Ferguson.
questions, make comments,
and were encouraged to study
each part of the other person’s
body. Then, we’d switch,” says
the LDS returned missionary,
who asked that his name not
be used because his family
does not know all that went
on there, “and by the time we
were done, I had thoroughly examined the naked bodies of eight other people, and
they had done the same to me.”
The young Mormon didn’t
object that night, but his discomfort persisted, followed by
severe depression.
“There is a moment where
you suddenly wake up and
look at it and think, ‘this is
wrong,’ ” the 27-year-old says.
“Every time I talk to someone
about this experience — including my LDS therapist —
they are appalled. They have
no idea this is going on.”
In his circles, he says,
“there’s a culture of equating
Journey, a program created
without any priesthood direction or authority, with the
gospel and doctrine of the
church.”

He cannot let it go, because it hurt him deeply, and
he fears the program could do
the same to others.
“I don’t want to believe it,
but maybe everyone likes
Journey so much because
it just gives their hormones
some release,” he writes in a
letter to several LDS authorities and to North Star, an independent support group for
gay Mormons that included Bennion. “Maybe holding
isn’t good because it’s therapeutic, but [rather] because
it’s arousing. ... Maybe cuddling and holding are enough
to keep our appetites satisﬁed
so we can continue to pretend
that our attractions to men
are diminishing. ... Maybe it’s
because we’re essentially on
group dates to throw our sex
drives a bone to gnaw on so
we don’t feel so empty.”
And maybe, just maybe,
such programs are appealing
because there is nothing else.
—
Coming together • Dulin
Please see GAY THERAPY, A14
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Ferguson

He also was sure his orientation would shift so that he could
fulfill his destiny and claim his
place in heaven. A special “patriarchal blessing,” given to
him in his youth, anointed Ferguson as one who would “lead
the church,” he said. Two of his
Mormon youth leaders even told
him that it had been revealed to
them by the spirit that he would
become an LDS apostle.
“I grew up steeped in messages from multiple adult sources
that the Lord was grooming
me for a place in his kingdom,”
he said. “So I’m simultaneously struggling with the idea that
I have a life calling that I have
to be worthy and prepared for
— otherwise I’m really going to
screw up the Lord’s plan.”

≥ Continued from A1

of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints priesthood assignments,
more time performing ritual ordinance work in the Provo LDS
Temple, more devotion, more
faithfulness, more obedience.
“One of [the bargains],” Ferguson said, “was that I would not
tell a single person until I was
on my deathbed that I had experienced same-sex attraction if
he would help lift that off of me.”
That struggle led Ferguson
on a painful, sometimes desperate, journey through a decade of
efforts to change his sexuality
— from prayer and talk therapy
to 12-step programs and psychodrama workshops — culminating with his exit from Mormonism and a landmark New
Jersey lawsuit that became the
first courtroom challenge to
commercial conversion-therapy programs.
In June, a jury found the nonprofit group JONAH (Jews Offering New Alternatives for
Healing) guilty of consumer fraud for promising it could
help clients with same-sex attractions overcome their sexual urges.
Ferguson and three Orthodox Jewish men had sued after
seeking help from JONAH programs, some developed by Mormons. The four had wrestled to
reconcile their sexuality with
their conservative religious upbringings.

—

Finally, at about age 22, Ferguson summoned the courage
to share his secret with his ecclesiastical leader. Besides urging Ferguson to go to the temple
more often, the church leader
advised him to “turn down the
dimmer switch” on his attractions to men and turn it up with
women.
In hindsight, the counsel was
“compassionate but misguided,”
Ferguson said. “But, at the time,
I’m thinking, ‘Hey, let’s find that
dimmer switch and start turning.’ ”
His pursuit began with talk
therapy through BYU’s counseling center. That provided a
safe space to unload fears and
feelings, but did nothing to alter his sexuality. After graduating in 2005, with a degree in
biochemistry, Ferguson moved
to Boston, where a church leader prescribed a 12-step addiction program, because he believed Ferguson was addicted
to attention from men. It was
no solution.
Ferguson also tried a nondenominational approach, attending worship services with
a group that ascribed to a
“pray away the gay” philosophy.
Again, there was support, but
no change.

time, he became more angry
than hopeful.
Ferguson then was approached by friends back in
Utah about helping to organize
a support network for gay Mormon men. The group, which later would be named North Star,
included Ty Mansfield, co-author of “In Quiet Desperation,”
which chronicled his struggle with same-sex attraction
and the life of Stuart Matis, a
gay Mormon who committed
suicide on the steps of an LDS
meetinghouse in California.
Its 2004 publication drew
many Mormon men wrestling
with their sexuality out of the
closet for fellowship meetings.
The gatherings, Ferguson said,
provided a sense of hopefulness
and made the idea of essentially living a double life — married
to a woman, while still attracted to men — more palatable and
even possible.
Through his affiliation with
North Star, Ferguson heard
about conversion therapy. As
the group took shape, he said,
it became a clearinghouse, of
sorts, for vetting men interested
in change programs, including
Journey Into Manhood, an intense weekend retreat designed
to help men rewire their sexual
impulses.
—
For Ferguson, the therapy
New hope, same feelings was a draw partly because the
• Increasingly, the then-aspir- practitioners leading the expeing physician said he was be- riential workshops touted the
ginning to believe that he could use of proven scientific methods
not be changed and, for the first
Please see FERGUSON, A15

“Failing at Life” • The pressure to be heterosexual escalated in college, especially after his
Arizona mission.
Hiding behind a curtain of
chastity became harder because of the cultural expectation to marry and procreate.
As his anxiety and fear of discovery mushroomed, Ferguson repeatedly ruminated on
whether confiding in his MorKARSTEN MORAN | Southern Poverty Law Center
mon bishop would help him
Michael Ferguson, the former Mormon who sued JONAH in
— or cost him dearly. He wonNew Jersey over failed conversion therapy and won, ultimately
dered if withholding the truth
found happiness by embracing his sexual orientation, marrying
made him a fraud in the eyes of
his husband, Seth Anderson.
the church. He began not just
failing his classes, he said, but
side as he served first as an LDS have to fight sin and resist “failing at life.” He contemplatbishop and later as the president temptation.”
ed suicide.
of a church mission somewhere
Ferguson breathed no word
in the world.
of what brewed inside and car—
“I also remember very clearly ried on with a life that was genuThe conflict within • Grow- having these spontaneous fan- inely happy. He had a good faming up in a traditional Mormon tasies of life with a male partner,” ily and strong faith. He loved the
home in the suburbs of Wash- Ferguson said. “One that is very LDS Church and found services
ington, D.C., Ferguson, now 33, vivid to me is a vision of having inspiring and motivating. He
said that even at an early age he Christmas with a husband and dated young women through
had two distinct visions for his doing all the traditional family high school and made plans for
life.
activities.”
college and a mission.
One was like a page from a
Seen through a Mormon lens,
He sincerely believed that his
Latter-day Saint storybook. It Ferguson, who recalls that his sexuality would change.
included serving a Mormon first crushes were on his fifth“In my mind, this is some+9=028!+-#2.=/*83
mission and graduating from grade male classmates, saw the thing that is going to go away
BYU, where he would meet and latter picture, not as confusing, when I go on my mission and
marry a faithful woman with but as wrong.
serve valiantly,” he said. “The
whom he would rear a fami“I just recognized it as temp- Lord is going to heal me because
;.0=%!+==+. !+'9 +=%'%+ 02$+=%3+2%=
ly and who would stand by his tation,” he said. “And so you that’s the compensation you get.”
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Gay therapy

≥ Continued from A13

designs and promotes LGBT/
SSA Mormon outreach interventions, which draw on the
LDS Church’s official website and LGBT mental health
research. She hopes to help
move the Mormon community beyond reparative therapy to a more evidence-based
multicultural approach.
Journey workshops may ﬁll
a need, she realizes, but she
would like to see approaches
that offer “a much healthier
and more ethically sound alternative.”
Others, too, are looking in
a new direction.
In recent months, but especially in the trial’s aftermath,
some LGBT-affirming and
LDS-afﬁrming therapists have
attacked one another with escalating vitriol.
Now a committee of 10
people — including David
Pruden, former director of
the now-defunct Evergreen,

which championed conversation therapy, and psychologist
Lee Beckstead, who testiﬁed
for the plaintiffs in the trial —
has formed a new group, Reconciliation and Growth, to
bring both sides together.
It has produced a four-page
document for training therapists who deal with religious
clients. The list spells out best
practices, including an awareness of faith beliefs, the complexity of sexual attraction
and the need to treat clients
with dignity, rather than proscribe behavior.
Bennion recently stepped
down from North Star’s board
of directors, saying he didn’t
want members to identify him
and his choices — he is married to a woman and leads
Journey retreats — as representing the organization.
North Star co-founder Ty
Mansfield insists his group
takes no position on reparative therapy and no longer
gives even implied endorsement of Journey events either online or at North Star’s

annual conference.
The Reconciliation and
Growth collaboration, says
Mansfield, who has joined
that team, is the best hope for
“overcoming a lot of unhealthy
approaches on all sides of this.”
Wilcox, too, is working to
foster a better way by founding a small group practice
called “Circles of Empathy.”
He knows ﬁrsthand the inner battles. He tried for years
to make his orientation go
away. He attended a Journey
weekend and saw Mormon
therapists offer false promises to troubled young members.
“The people aren’t the problem,” he says, “it’s the programs and their underlying
assumptions that need to be
exposed.”
And the answer, he says, is
simple: “End conversion therapy now. Period.”
— Tribune reporter Jennifer
Dobner contributed to this story.
pstack@sltrib.com
Twitter: @religiongal
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Christine Sun, right, deputy legal director for the Southern Poverty Law Center, confers with Michael Ferguson, second from right, and his partner, Seth Anderson, before a Novermber 2012
news conference in New York City. Ferguson, then of Salt Lake City, was one of four gay men
who sued a New Jersey organization for selling “conversion therapy” services that promised to
make them straight. Instead, they told the news conference that they were subjected to humiliations, including having to strip naked and taking a baseball bat to efﬁgies of their mothers.
Continued from FERGUSON, A14

and a success rate of more than
60 percent.
“I was like, wait a second, this
is different, this is new,” said
Ferguson, who by now was in
his late 20s and enrolled in
medical school in New York.
Despite his background in
science and academia, Ferguson
said he so badly wanted “not to
be gay” that he didn’t question
the methods employed by Journey facilitators — including naked rebirthing and hugging exercises — who were not licensed
therapists or counselors.
That Mormon men helped
develop and run the programs
also appealed to Ferguson.
“It was a huge influence,” he
said. “It’s also something that
they invoked knowingly. [One]
told me that the spirit had told
him [LDS founder] Joseph
Smith really approved of the
men’s work that we were doing.”
The tug of Mormonism continued when Ferguson began
meeting with JONAH counselor Alan Downing, who had facilitated his Journey weekend.

Downing, a Mormon “life
coach,” urged him to take off
his clothes by recounting the
Book of Mormon tale of Captain
Moroni ripping off his coat and
holding it aloft in battle.
Ferguson complied.
“He’s saying, ‘Where’s your
warrior?’ and that if I’m not taking my clothes off, I’m failing to
follow the teachings of Captain
Moroni,” Ferguson said. “It’s
very manipulative.”
Ferguson spent six months
commuting from medial school
in New York to counseling sessions with Downing, who was
working from JONAH’s offices
in New Jersey.
When no progress came, Ferguson was riddled with guilt
and thoughts, again, of failure.
“It’s very much on you,” he
said, “if you are not seeing progress.”
Two events further eroded
Ferguson’s hope for change:
First, Downing acknowledged that he had never resolved his own same-sex attractions. Then, just before his
return to Utah, Ferguson’s bishop invited him to meet with a

Mormon couple in a mixed-orientation marriage.
It was a well-intended gesture, Ferguson said, that backfired. He asked the couple, if
they could go back in time,
whether they would marry
again. They said no.
Once back in Salt Lake City,
Ferguson planned to immerse
himself in the belly of Mormon
theology and culture to help
him turn a corner.
—
Finding a husband and
happiness • Instead, he came
to a realization that he could not
continue on the same path. Exhausted and feeling “defeated by
biology,” Ferguson began to rethink his approach.
“It’s definitely a real low
point,” he said. “It was just the
continuing depravity of methods that I was attempting that
also made me reassess what I
was willing to compromise for
these promises of change.”
Ferguson started to deconstruct the life he had expected,
prompting him to deconstruct
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Sen. Harry Reid calls for compromise, tolerance
Joseph Smith lecture • High-ranking Mormon echoes Pope Francis’
call for inclusiveness at University of Virginia event on religious liberty.
By THOMAS BURR

The Salt Lake Tribune

Charlottesville, Va. • Senate
Minority Leader Harry Reid on
Saturday echoed Pope Francis’
remarks to Congress, calling for
more inclusion within religion
and urging compromise over extremism.
Reid, a Nevada Democrat and
one of the highest-ranking Mormonsinpublicoffice,saidtaking
a hard line with regard to faith
can lead to dangerous results,
stretching a religious belief to
the opposite of its intention.
“In the name of Catholicism
and absolutism, we had the
crusades, horrible things done
in the name of religion,” Reid
said. “We have now in the Middle East, ISIS, in the name of religion, doing the most atrocious
things that a person could do to
another human being.”
Reid, who spoke at the University of Virginia’s inaugural
Joseph Smith Lecture on ReligiousLiberty,notedthatFrancis
cautioned against violence perpetrated in the name of religion
andholdingsimplisticviewsthat
see only “good or evil; or if you
will, the righteous and sinners.”
“The contemporary world,
with its open wounds which affect too many of our brothers
and sisters, demands that we
confront every form of polarization which would divide it into
these two camps,” the pope said
Thursday in a historic speech to
Congress.
Reid said religion has been
challenged with issues such as
same-sexmarriageandabortion
but that people of faith shouldn’t
use wedge issues to divide people.
“There’s a lot of compromise

in religion,”
Reid said, “as
there should
be.”
Kathleen
Fla ke, the
university’s
Richard LyHarry Reid •
m a n B u shReligious libma n Cha ir
erty is an on- of Mormon
going issue
Studies, who
interviewed
Reid as part of Saturday’s lecture, said the senator was trying to stress inclusion as part of
being faithful.
“Even within religion, there
is room for compromise, that
whatever our morality is, it includes listening to other people and negotiating our needs,”
Flake said after the event.
“Whatever your rule is, that rule
should include making space
for other people and their convictions.”
Reid, who is not seeking
re-election in 2016, said that
compromise also should extend
to politics and took a stab at the
partisan mess in Washington.
The Senate, he said, used to be a
collegial atmosphere but is now
“going through some real struggles” unlike its historic legacy
as the most deliberative political body in the world.
“The reason they worked
[previously] is because people
were ladies and gentlemen and
wouldn’t take advantage of the
rules,” Reid said. “The last few
years, rules have been used, in
my opinion, not for the good of
the country.”
In the wide-ranging discussion, Reid joked at how he asks
God for help before facing the
news media — so that he doesn’t
“make a fool of myself” — and

noted that the students were
asking tougher questions than
their professors, but he also took
on a slate of serious issues from
religious liberty to money in politics and voting rights.
Reid said that the question
of how to ensure religious liberty has been an issue since the
founding of the country, and trying to solve it through legislation
is a “lot harder to do than it appears to be.”
“Anytime you try to have
someone legislate religious liberty,” Reid said, “there are other people who feel they’re doing
just the opposite.”
The audience for Reid’s
speech included Mormon apostle D. Todd Christofferson and

beautiful ways and expand the
way the other sees and lives.”
his faith as well. He ran into
Anderson encouraged Ferguhard bumps with aspects of son to pursue the JONAH lawLDS history and theology that suit so that those still considerundermined his belief and led ing change therapy would know
him out of Mormonism.
its pitfalls and false promises.
At the same time, he met
The couple, who plan to reSeth Anderson, who spent turn to Salt Lake City, hope the
hours listening to Ferguson’s jury verdict and other legislative
story and helped him real- efforts will lead to a nationwide
ize that conversion therapy ban on such programs.
had been an emotionally abuThese days, Ferguson said, he
sive experience. They started has a vision of a rich life that he
a tea business together and, on could not imagine during his deDec. 20, 2013, became the first cade of guilt and obsession with
gay couple in Utah to marry in change.
the hours after a federal judge
“Life makes more sense now,”
struck down the state’s ban on he said.
gay unions.
“I have an amazing husband
“Seth is my strength,” said and insight into my own perFerguson, who finished a doc- sonal beliefs and inner light that
torate in bioengineering at the I could not have found.”
University of Utah in June and
Even though it was there all
is doing postdoctoral work at along.
Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y.
“We complement each other in jdobner@sltrib.com

Richard Turley, assistant historianofTheChurchofJesusChrist
of Latter-day Saints.
Asked about lawsuits filed
over the Affordable Care Act’s
contraceptive-coverage mandate, Reid noted that there was
a simple answer: “If you don’t
want contraceptives, don’t use
them.”
Though Reid attempted to
stay apolitical in his remarks,
he occasionally strayed, castigating the Republican Party for
being intransigent and citing a
recent CNN/ORC poll showing some 40 percent of Republicans wrongly believe that President Barack Obama is Muslim.
Obama is Christian.
“You can be a conservative
and still work for a better country, and I think part of that has
been lost,” Reid said, adding later,“Somethinghasgottochange.

This is so foolish.”
The senator saved his biggest criticism of the GOP on efforts to pass voter-identification
laws or cut down on early voting.
“The Republican Party,” Reid
said, “is doing so much that’s awful to keep people from voting.”
The minority leader said the
Supreme Court’s ruling in the
Citizens United case and the

endless amounts of cash flowing into super political action
committees and politics in general is dangerous and could lead
to a system like Russia, where a
few rich people own the political machinery.
“It’s just not good for our
country,” Reid said.
tburr@sltrib.com
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